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GENERALIZED VITERBI DECODING ALGORITHMS

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to coding and decoding

of digital information for transmission over a com-
munication channel.

Background of the Invention

Channel coding is a means to efficiently intro-

duce redundancy into a sequence of data symbols
to promote the reliability of transmission. Two prin-

cipal techniques employed are block and con-

volutionai coding. See, for example, Error Control

Coding - Fundamentals and Applications by S. Lin

and D. J" Costello, Prentice^Hall, 1983.

Block Codes

Binary block codes are generated by appen-

ding n-k check bits to k information bits to form a

block of n-bits for transmission on a communica-
tions channel. These n-bit blocks are typically then

applied to the channel using standard modulation

methods e.g., amplitude, frequency, phase or pulse

modulation. At the receiver end of the channel,

alter demodulation, estimates of the original k in-

formation bits are made using the received se-

quence including the redundancy introduced by the

n-k check bits.

Decisions as to the n-bits received can be

made by any of a number of schemes, some of

which use unquantized estimates of the received

bits (soft decision decoding) and others of which

use quantized estimates of the received bits (hard

decision decoding). Practitioners have found that

block codes, though straightforward to implement,

present some difficulty when efficient soft decision

decoding is sought to be accomplished.

On an additive white Gaussian noise channel,

hard decision decoding (using binary quantization

of received values) results in a performance loss of

about 2-3dB as compared to soft-decision decod-

ing. That is, the power requirement at the transmit-

ter can be lowered by 2-3 dB when using soft-

decision decoding. See Principles of Digital Com-
munication and Coding , A.J. Viterbi and J.K.

Omura, McGraw-Hill, 1979.

It is well known to utilize the minimum Ham-
ming distance structure of a block code for com-
bined error correction and error detection with hard

decision decoding. This may be accomplished us-

ing a process of incomplete decoding, where the

decoder does not attempt to decode every re-

ceived word that is in error. Thus, error detection is

achieved by a failure to decode. Methods exist to

perform improved error detection and correction for

block codes without a significant increase in com-
s plexity when coarse soft decisions (logical zero,

logical one or an erasure) are available at a chan-

nel output. See, for example, Error Control Tech-
niques for Digital Communication , by A. M.

Michelson and A. H. Levesque, John Wiley & Sons,

w New York, 1985.

Convolutional Codes

is Convolutional codes are generated by passing

an information sequence through a shift register,

stages of which are connected to linear algebraic

function generators. The outputs of the function

generators are then selectively combined to pro-

20 duce the coded output sequence.

The Viterbi Algorithm (VA) for the decoding of

convolutional codes was introduced by A. J.

Viterbi, "Error Bounds for Convolutional Codes and

an Asymptotically Optimum Decoding Algorithm,"

25 IEEE Trans, on Info. Theory , Vol. IT-13, pp. 260-

269, 1967. The"algorithm is also described in G. D.

Forney, Jr., "The Viterbi Algorithm" Proceedings of

the IEEE , Vol. 16, pp. 268-278, 1973^

Forney in "Maximum Likelihood Sequence Es-

30 timation of Digital Sequences in the Presence of

Intersymbol interference," IEEE Trans, on Info.

Theory , Vol. IT-18, pp. "363-378. 1972i alio

showed that the VA is a maximum likelihood de-

coding algorithm for trellis codes and used it for

35 equalizing channels with intersymbol interference.

The VA has also been used for demodulation of

trellis-coded modulation. See, G. Ungerbock,

"Channel Coding With Multilevel Phase Signals,"

IEEE Trans, on Info. Theory , Vol. IT-28, pp. 55-67,

40 January 19827 The VA has also been used for

demodulation of partial response continuous phase

modulation. See J. B. Anderson, T. Aulin and C-E.

Sundberg, Digital Phase Modulation , Plenum
Press, NY, 1986.

45 Thus, it can be seen that the VA is used to

advantage not only in decoding convolutional

codes but also with a variety of other codes and

other transmission techniques, all of which can be

generally characterized by a trellis-like structure.

so Even with low decoding complexity, good re-

sults have been obtained with convolutional codes
using soft demodulation outputs, and maximum
likelihood decoding with the VA. See the Lin and

Costello reference, supra. Normally, convolutional

codes are used for continuous data transmission.

BNSDOCID: <EP 0413505A1_I_>
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However, by framing data into blocks, and termi-

nating the blocks, convolutions codes can be used

to design non-systematic block codes, which can

then be decoded optimally by the VA.

Unlike block codes, however, the maximum
likelihood decoder for convolutional codes and oth-

er trellis-based structures is complete in that it

decodes every received sequence. Thus decoders

for convolutional codes lack the ability to signal a

warning in the event of a potential decoding error.

The present invention improves such maximum
likelihood decoders by including means to signal a

potential decoding error.

Various generalizations of the standard VA
have been presented in the literature. In

"Convolutional Codes II: Maximum Likelihood De-

coding," Information and Control , 25, pp. 222-266,

July 1974 and "Convolutional Codes III: Sequential

Decoding," Inf. Control. 25, pp. 267-297, July 1974,

Forney proposed a list-of-2 maximum likelihood

decoder, limited for the purpose of obtaining in-

sight into the analysis of sequential decoding tech-

niques.

In "Viterbi Decoding Algorithm for Con-

volutional Codes with Repeat Request, n IEEE

Trans. Info. Theory , IT-26, pp. 540-547, Septem-

ber, 1980, Yamamoto and Itoh proposed an ARQ
algorithm which signals for repeat request when-

ever the best path into every state at some trellis

level is 'too close
1

to the second best path into

every state. However, they do not find or explicitly

utilize the globally second best path, and lesser

best paths in their ARQ strategy. The Yamamoto,

Itoh algorithm has been successfully employed in a

concatenated coding scheme. The inner code is a

convolutional code with soft Viterbi decoding. The

outer code is a Reed-Solomon code which corrects

errors and erasures, with the symbol erasure in-

formation being supplied at the inner decoder out-

put by the use of a generalized Viterbi algorithm.

In "A List-Type Reduced-Constraint General-

ization of the Viterbi Algorithm," IEEE Trans. Info.

Theory ,
IT-33, pp. 866-876, November, 1987,

Hashimoto has proposed a list type reduced- con-

straint generalization of the Viterbi algorithm which

contains the Viterbi algorithm and the so-called M-

algorithm as special cases. The purpose of this

algorithm is to keep the decoding complexity to be

no more than that of the conventional Viterbi al-

gorithm, and to avoid error propagation due to

reduced state decoding. Again no explicit use of

the survivors other than the best is made after final

decoding, and thus it is not a list decoding al-

gorithm.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention provides a family of gen-

eralized Viterbi algorithms (GVA). These GVAs are

applied in the present disclosure to the soft or hard

decoding of convolutional codes, but they apply

s equally well to block codes and other codes, var-

ious modulation techniques, and other trellis-based

structures. More specifically, the GVAs are used in

the illustrative embodiments disclosed herein to

perform combined error detection and correction

70 for convolutionally encoded data with unquantized

soft decisions from the demodulator.

In accordance with one aspect of the present

invention, data are transmitted in blocks of a fixed

size referred to as frames. Measurements and de-

is cisions are made separately from frame-to-frame at

the decoder. As in the case of the traditional VA
decoder, the GVA decoder of the present invention

releases the maximum likelihood (ML) sequence.

However, it also attaches a flag to the decoded

20 frame to indicate if the decision is reliable (correct

with high probability) or unreliable. This reliability

determination is based on the measured likelihood

of correctness for the most likely sequence as

compared with the likelihood of the second most

25 likely sequence and, optionally, sequences of suc-

cessively lower likelihood. When an output is so

flagged and the data are representative of speech

signals, then a preferred frame decoding is made
based on inter-frame redundancy. Likewise, for a

30 non-speech data communication system, the era-

sure information can be used to signal for frame

repeat from the transmitter.

Alternatively, the GVA can release the best L

candidates in the event of an erasure. The inter-

35 frame redundancy is then used to select the best

candidate for speech decoding from the L released

candidates.

Another application of the GVA of the present

invention is in automatic repeat request (ARQ) sys-

40 terns. In this application, a block of data is first

encoded using additional parity bits in standard

fashion. The entire augmented block (data and

parity bits) is then encoded using a convolutional

code amenable to decoding by the GVA tech-

45 niques of the present invention. If the best can-

didate produced at the receiver by the GVA proves

to have the correct parity as determined by stan-

dard parity checking techniques, then the data bits

are determined to be correct. If the best candidate

so from the GVA decoding yields an incorrect result

upon parity checking, then the GVA decoder is

queried for the second best candidate. If this sec-

ond best candidate successfully passes the parity

checking, then its data bits are adjudged to be

55 correct. In prior art techniques, a time consuming

retransmission would be required to provide a new

candidate for parity checking. The use of third-best

and succeeding candidates can likewise be used to

BNSDOCID: <EP 0413505A1_I_
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avoid the need for retransmission when "better"

(ostensibly more likely) candidates fail to produce a

correct result when parity checked.

Brief Description of the Drawing

FIG. 1 shows a generalized block/flow diagram

of a communications system using one embodi-

ment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 shows a prior art convolutional encoder

used to illustrate the present invention;

FIG. 3 shows the state diagram for the con-

volution^ coder of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 shows the complete trellis diagram for

the coder of FIG. 2 for a typical coding;

FIG. 5, consisting of FIGs. 5A and 5B, shows
graphic representations facilitating the identifica-

tion of second best paths in accordance with

one aspect of the present invention;

FIG. 6 shows tabular information useful in prac-

ticing one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a part of a trellis diagram illustrating

the identification of second best paths in accor-

dance with one embodiment of the present in-

vention;

FIG. 8 shows another aspect of identifying sec-

ond best paths in accordance with one embodi-

ment of the present invention; and
FIG. 9 shows how the GVA of the present inven-

tion can be used to reduce the number of re-

transmission requests required in systems using

retransmission of blocks to effect error correc-

tion.

Detailed Description

Definitions

Throughout the following description, the terms

"frame" and "block" will be used in parallel. That

is, for speech transmission "frame" will be used to

represent one processed segment (typically 16 ms)
of speech with additional overhead for channel

coding. For sub-frames and for data transmission,

the term "block" will be used.

The term "Generalized Viterbi Algorithm"

(GVA) means a generalization of the well-known

Viterbi Algorithm which, in accordance with the

present invention, is able to release a list of the L
best candidate decodings corresponding to a

(typically noisy) frame (or block) of convolutional

coded data. The generalizations of the VA em-
bodied in the GVA will be described more particu-

larly below.

A parallel GVA is one that simultaneously iden-

tifies all L candidates, while a serial GVA iteratively

releases the tth candidate based on the knowledge
of the previous t-1 best candidates.

Soft-decision decoding refers to the assign-

ment at the receiver of one of the set of possible

s code sequences based on unquantized (or incom-

pletely quantized) information at the output of the

channel demodulator. Thus, for example, the re-

ceived noise-corrupted signal from the channel is

applied to a set of matched filters corresponding to

70 each possible code word. The outputs of the

matched filters are then compared and the code
word corresponding to the largest matched filter

output is selected as the received code word.

"Largest" in this sense typically means largest as a

75 function of samples corresponding to each bit in

the received code word. See, for example, Digital

Communications
, by J. G. Proakis, McGraw-Hill,

New York, 1983, pp. 258 et seq.

Hard-decision decoding refers to decoding of

20 channel signals in which samples corresponding to

each received bit are quantized, often to the two
values, 0 or 1. See Proakis, supra, pp. 265 et seq.

25 Generalized Viterbi Algorithm (GVA)

FIG. 1 illustrates the manner in which the GVA
is employed to advantage in accordance with an
important aspect of the present invention.

30 Shown in FIG. 1 is a system for communicating
information from a data source 100 to a receiving

location through a communication channel 130. If

the system is to be used for speech signals, then

data source 100 will include well known means for

35 transforming such speech into frames of digital

signals.

Block encoder 110 is used to add appropriate

redundancy, i.e., parity check bits, to the output of

data source 100 prior to presenting such data to

40 the convolutional encoder 120. Block encoder 110
may be of any standard type described, for exam-
ple, in references such as Lin and Costello, supra.

Since not all applications of the present invention

will use block encoding to advantage, block en-

45 coder 110 is shown as optional in FIG. 1.

Convolutional encoder 120 is of standard de-

sign and will be chosen by the practitioner skilled

in the art based on such system parameters as

data rate and transmission channel characteristics.

so FIG. 2 shows a typical convolutional coder that will

be described below to illustrate the GVA of the

present invention.

Modulator 125 may be of any type suited to

transmission channel 130. In general, channel 130

55 will exhibit noise and other impairments, e.g., fre-

quency and phase distortion and any of a variety of

fading characteristics. In appropriate cases, as

when significant channel fading can be expected, it

BNSDOCID: <EP 0413505A1_L>
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proves convenient to interleave information from

adjacent frames as part of the modulation (or en-

coding) process. This serves to distribute the effect

of a fade over a plurality of frames, thus lessening

the effect on any single frame. Such techniques s

are well known in the art.

Demodulator 140 in FIG. 1 performs standard

demodulation in a manner complementary to the

modulation provided by modulator 125. The output

from demodulator 140 is provided to decoder 145. 10

Decoder 145 may, in some applications, include an

optional block decoder which is complementary to

block encoder 110, but this block decoder will be

omitted from the present discussion in favor of a

more detailed discussion below in connection with 75

FIG. 5. Likewise, if interleaving of bits or groups of

bits (symbols) is employed at the transmitter, then

this process will be reversed by de-interleaving at

the receiver in standard fashion. Block 150 repre-

sents the GVA operations to be described in great- 20

er detail below. For present purposes, it suffices to

note that decoder 150 provides a maximum likeli-

hood candidate for the data sequence actually

transmitted by data source 100. In addition, de-

coder 150 also provides an indication (or flag) to 25

indicate whether or not that candidate is signifi-

cantly more likely than another possible candidate

available at the decoder.

If the information being communicated is

speech information, the decoded frame of speech 30

information will be processed in accordance with

the functionality represented by decision block 160

and blocks 170 and 180. If the information commu-
nicated is arbitrary (non-speech) data, then the

operations indicated by blocks 185, 190 and 195 35

will pertain. In either case, a test is made for the

presence of a flag indicating the degree of reliabil-

ity to be attributed to the candidate data sequence.

When the test indicated at block 160 yields a

"no flag set" result, the candidate sequence (the 40

decoded frame of speech information) is accepted.

If a flag is found, the frame is not accepted. In-

stead, a reestimation of the flame of speech in-

formation is undertaken. This is typically accom-

plished using the redundancy that exists from 45

frame to frame in speech communication. Particular

techniques for such reestimation will be discussed

below.

In like manner, when non-speech information is

being processed and no flag is set when the test so

indicated by block 185 is performed, then the

frame of non-speech information is accepted. If a

flag is found to be set when the test indicated by

block 185 is made, then corrective action, typically

a request for retransmission of the block to be sent 55

back to the transmitting location is employed. This

is shown as 190 in FIG. 1. A preferred alternative

using intra-frame redundancy introduced by block-

505 A1 8

encoder 110 will be described below.

Implementation of the GVAs

The techniques for implementing the parallel

and serial versions of the GVA will now be de-

scribed. For the parallel GVA algorithm, the task of

identifying the L most likely candidates is achieved

in one pass through a trellis having a structure

which differs somewhat from that associated with

the conventional Viterbi algorithm. The serial al-

gorithm is implemented using successive passes

through a trellis structure which has essentially the

same complexity as that associated with the nor-

ma] Viterbi algorithm.

The algorithms are explained for the example

of a rate R = 1/2 convolutions code with 4 states.

Generalization to other codes follows easily.

Throughout, the discussion will proceed (without

loss of generality) using framed conventional

codes, where the trellis associated with con-

volutional codes terminates into one known state.

This is achieved by adding M known information

bits (typically O's) at the end of the data block, in

standard fashion.

Referring then to FIG. 2, the example encoder

is shown. An input sequence of bits is applied one

bit at a time to input 200. These bits pass into shift

register stage 210 and, in turn, into shift register

stage 220. Exclusive-OR circuits 230 and 240 re-

ceive as inputs the inputs and outputs of the shift

register stages as shown in FIG. 2, with their out-

puts appearing on nodes 250 and 260, respec-

tively. Multiplexer 270 samples these output nodes

(node 260 first) during each input bit period. Thus

multiplexer 270 provides output bits at node 280 at

twice the rate at which input bits are supplied at

input node 200. This defines the rate R = 1/2. The

input data takes on values of 0 and 1 with equal

probability. The output of the channel coder is

mapped onto symbols + 1 and -1 according to the

mapping: 0 -» + 1 ; 1 1

.

More generally, a convolution^ coder can be

characterized in terms of the the 3-tuple (n,k,M)

where n is the number of output bits for every k

input bits, and M is the number of k-bit stages in

the shift register. Using this characterization, the

coder of FIG. 2 is a (2, 1 , 2) coder.

As is well known, the operation of convolution^

coders can be completely described in terms of

either a trellis diagram or a state diagram or table.

See, e.g., the Lin and Costello reference or the

Proakis reference, supra.

FIG. 3 shows the state diagram (equivalent to

the ith stage of the corresponding trellis) for the

coder of FIG. 2. Since there are two shift register

stages, there are 4 possible states - identified as

5
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So through S3 and associated with the respective

bit patterns 00, 01, 10, and 11 shown in FIG. 3.

Because the encoder of FIG. 2 is a binary con-
volution^ coder, there are two branches entering

and leaving each state. The input bit determines
the state transitions. The trellis section of FIG. 3 is

denoted the ith trellis level (corresponding to transi-

tion from a state at time i-1 to another at time i).

The full trellis for the coder of FIG. 2 for a code
of length N where N is the number of k-bit informa-
tion sub-blocks (k = 1 in the example) is shown in

Fig. 4. At each stage i, the upper branch leaving a
state at time i corresponds to an input of 0, while

the lower branch corresponds to an input of 1. The
trellis can be seen to have a number of stages
equal to N + M + 1, or 8 for the cited example.
As assumed, the encoding of a sequence always
starts with state So and returns to So. Thus for an
input sequence 0000000 (five information bits and
M = 2 zero-valued "tail" bits to complete the

frame), the encoded sequence produced by the
encoder of FIG. 2 is 00 00 00 00 00 00 00.

As is usual in descriptions of coding and other

contexts which are conveniently described in terms
of trellis structures, it proves convenient to use the
all-zero sequence as typical. The results that follow

are not thereby limited in generality.

The input sequence into the convolution^ en-
coder is

u =(Ui . . .uN)

where Uj is a k-bit sub-block, u is coded after

termination into a sequence v
~

v =(vi...,vN+M).

where v
}

is an n-bit sub-block. The termination at

the output consists of M known n-bit sub-blocks.

The coded sequence is then transmitted over
the channel and received as
r =(ri,...rN+M).

In decoding r , the Viterbi algorithm calculates

the log-likelihood function log P( r
|
v )known as the

metric associated with the path v in the trellis

associated with the code being used. This metric is

conveniently calculated as the sum of the individual

branch metrics log P(r|v) corresponding to the

branches of the path v . The partial path metric for

the first j branches of a path is then calculated as

Viterbi taught that the maximum likelihood se-

quence (i.e., that associated with the maximum
likelihood path through the trellis) can be found by
processing r in an iterative manner, one branch at

a time. At "each step, the metrics of all paths
entering each state are compared, and the path

with the largest metric (the survivor) is stored, as is

its metric. The detailed computations employed in

arriving at the most likely candidate for the trans-

mitted sequence can be found in references such
s as the Lin and Costello book, supra, and will not be

repeated here.

The description thus far assumes a memory-
less channel. However, if the channel has memory,
then a technique known as interleaving may be

to used to distribute the signals (e.g., bits) from one
frame to nearby frames as noted above. This has
the effect, upon disinterleaving at the receiver, of

distributing errors that may have erased or very

seriously deteriorated the useful information from

75 one, or even a few adjacent, received frames.

Thus, when such channels are encountered, it

proves convenient to consider that the modulator

125 in FIG. 1 incorporates this well-known inter-

leaving function prior to actual channel modulation.

20 Similarly, demodulator 140 includes in those cases
the reverse of this interleaving to restore the order
of signals to that prior to modulation.

It should also be noted that in channels exhibit-

ing memory, the metrics for the partial and com-
25 plete paths through the trellis will, in general, not

correspond to measures of maximum likelihood,

but rather to some other equally satisfactory mea-
sure of quality or goodness. Such metrics are well-

known in the art for many common applications.

30

Parallel GVA

The steps performed in computing the L most
35 likely transmitted sequences for a given noisy re-

ceived sequence will now be described using the

parallel GVA. An important finding upon which the

GVA is based is that in order to find the globally L

best decoded candidates, it is necessary and suffi-

40 cient to find and retain the L best candidates into

each state at every level.

This finding will be proven for the case of L = 2.

In particular it will be shown that to release the two
best global paths (i.e., paths traversing the entire

45 trellis), it is necessary and sufficient to find and
retain the two best paths into each state at every
trellis level.

The necessary condition follows from the fact

that the globally second best path is distinct from
so the globally best path over at least a portion of the

trellis. Ultimately it remerges with the best path at

some time. If the second best path into the state

where this remerging occurs (which is not known a

priori ) is not found, then the globally second besl

55 path is not known at all.

The sufficient condition follows from the fact

that the third best candidate (or lower) cannot be a
survivor for being the second best at any state

6
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11 EP 0 413 505 A1 12

since there exists a candidate, namely the second

best with a better metric.

The processing required to calculate the two

best paths will now be described.

Decoding begins at time i = 0, where the accu-

mulated metrics of the best and the second best

path to be found are initialized to zero for the

known starting state, and to a very large negative

value for the remaining states. Let us assume that

at time i-1, the two most likely paths into S&' (the

super-script denotes the time) have been found. At

time i, there are four paths arriving at S&' }
, two

from each of
*1) and S('

*1
. The extension from

S£'
*1) to * involves the calculation of the in-

cremental metric which is given by

AX = rit
• xM + ri2

• xi2

= ni + r,2

where rn and rfi are the received symbols (real

numbers) and xM and xi2 are the trellis branch

symbols ( + 1 or -1; +1, +1 for transition from
"1} to S£

j }
) at trellis level (or stage) i. The in-

cremental metric is added to the accumulated

metrics of the two survivors at
"1)

, thus giving

the total accumulated metrics for the two paths

extended from
"1> to s£' K Similar calculations

are performed during the extension of the two

paths from "
1)

to >.

Out of the four extensions, the two paths with

the highest accumulated metrics are chosen and

retained for further extension from }
. Similar

calculations are performed at all other states. Fi-

nally, the trellis will terminate in a known state and

the two surviving paths that terminate in that state

are released as the most likely and the second

most likely candidates (with path metrics in that

order). They are called the best and second best

path.

The extension of this example to the algorithm

for finding the L most likely candidates requires

that the L most likely candidates be found for each

state and at every level. For the binary, rate 1/n

(n£2) convolutional code there are 2L paths arriving

at each state out of which the best L are selected.

Generalization to high rate codes with a non-

binary trellis is readily accomplished. See, e.g., S.

Benedetto et al f Digital Transmission Theory ,

Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1987, for a

discussion of such high rate codes. Likewise, ap-

plication of these techniques to high rate con-

volutional codes based on punctured codes is

straight-forward. See, Hagenauer "Rate Compatible

Punctured Convolutional Codes (RCPC codes) and

Their Applications", IEEE Trans. Comm. , Vol

COM-36, pp. 389-400, April 1988, for discussion of

such codes.

Implementation Considerations for the Parallel

Algorithm

It proves convenient in carrying out the parallel

GVA to maintain L arrays of size 2M x (N + M),

s where 2M is the number of states and N is the

number of information bits per frame. The ij
th entry

in the I
th array is denoted as Ef jf l£i£2M ; 1

(N + M). E-j is a record of the history of the best

path at state SM and at time instant j. The history

io for this path is completely specified by

(i) the state occupied by the path at time j-1,

and

(ii) the relative ranking the relative ranking

among the best Jt survivors for the state oc-

75 cupied by the path at time j-1 . This information

is evaluated during the first "forward" pass of

the algorithm. The second step is essentially a

back-tracking step, where we release the Ith

best candidate, where the first information bit

20 that is released corresponds to trellis level N,

and the last bit that is released corresponds to

trellis level 1 (time reversed sequence).

The following alternative implementation results

in reduced storage for finding the second best

25 path. The implementation is based on the fact that

the second best path, after a divergence from the

best path, re-merges at a later time and never

diverges again as shown in FIG. 5A. This is be-

cause after re-merging, the best path has the high-

30 est metric over the remaining trellis span. A diver-

gence from the best path after such re-merging (as

in FIG. 5B) would result in a candidate with an

associated metric that is smaller (worse) than the

candidate without divergence.

35 With this in mind, it proves convenient to main-

tain two arrays, a main path state array of 2M x

(N + M) and an auxiliary array of size 2M x 1 . The

entry Ejj in the main path state array is a summary

of the history of the best, path that terminates in

40 state Sm at time j. The history is uniquely specified

by the state occupied by this path at time j-1

.

The ii
0* entry in the auxiliary array is denoted

as E^ . The element is the time instant at which

the second best path into state Sm at a given level

45 has re-merged with the best path through the same

state for the first time. This information is updated

at every time instant. (As above, time instants are

associated with trellis stages or levels.) Finally, the

trellis will terminate in a known state, the all zero

so state.

The released second best path is the same as

the best path from E'n to (N + M), E n is the time

instant at which the second best path into the all

zero state finally merges with the best path into

55 this state. At e'i 1 , the released state for the second

best path is the one that is different from that for

the best. Since there are only two states from one

level that extend into a state at the next level, this
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" step"of releasing canbe done uniquely. At instant

En - 1, the back-tracking portion of the algorithm

switches to the main array and continues along the

history of the state released at E'n for the second
best path.

This alternative implementation is demonstrat-
ed through the example in FIG. 6 for a rate 1/2

code, where the best sequence is the all zero path.

Back-tracking is shown for the best path by solid

arrows pointing from right to left. The updated
auxiliary array points out, that the second path

diverges from the best path at time instant j
= 8.

Here, the released state for the best path is So,

and hence for the second best path it is Si . At j =

7. the released state for the second best is S2 . At j

= 6, the released state is So, at this point, the
second best path has merged with the best path (in

a backward sense) and the subsequent states that

are released are the same as that of the best path.

This implementation assumes a rate R = 1/n

code. For a general R = k/n code, there are 2k

paths entering each state. So, E'n contains the
information indicated above for the R = 1/n code,
but also contains information about the state from
which the second best path remerged with the best
path.

Computational Requirements

The factors affecting the speed of execution
are the metric calculations, and the selection of the
L best candidates into each state at every trellis

level. To illustrate a typical computational process,
it can be seen that at every level, 4 incremental

metrics must be evaluated for an R = 1/2 code.
Each of these requires two multiplications and one
addition. The metric for the L survivors from each
state are updated thus requiring L additions of the

previously accumulated metrics to the incremental

metric. A total of 2M+1L+4 additions and 8 mul-
tiplications are therefore required to be performed
at every trellis level for the R = 1/2 code.

In addition to the above metric calculations, for

every state, the L best candidates out of the 2L
incoming candidates must be selected. This re-

quires exactly L pairwise metric comparisons, since

the 2L candidates are in two ordered lists of size L
As an example, for L=4, there are two ordered lists

with metrics, say, ai>bi>ci>di and a2>b2>c2>d2 .

ai and a2 , are first compared and if ai>a2 (a2<ai)
then the candidate with metric ai(a2 ) is declared to

be the best Next to be compared are bi and a2l
then b2 and ai , etc. It can be readily verified that

exactly four pairwise comparisons are needed in

this case.

Serial Generalized Viterbi Algorithm

The serial version of the generalized Viterbi

algorithm computes the L most likely candidates

5 one at a time, beginning with the most likely path.

During the first run, the normal Viterbi search is

performed to identify the most likely path. In that

process, the main state array is constructed. At the

end of this first pass, the best way of reaching any
10 state at any level from a known starting state has

been found. Suppose the most likely candidate is

the all zero path. This is shown as a solid path in

the partial trellis shown in FIG. 7. The remaining L-

1 most likely paths must still be found.

75 To find the globally second best path among
all possible candidates that merge with the best all

zero path at a time j, the one with the highest

metric is selected. This is done sequentially, start-

ing at j = 0, and proceeding on to j = N, Isolating

20 the all-zero state at time j, to find such a candidate,

the second best candidate that survives at time j
-

1 is extended to time j. This candidate is shown by
the dotted line in FIG. 7.

Second, we find the best among all possible

25 candidates that re- merge with the all zero path at

time j for the first time (not already merged with

the all zero path at time j
- 1). This candidate is

shown by the dot-dashed line in FIG. 7. Note that

this candidate was a contender for being the glo-

30 bally best and was rejected in favor of the all zero
path. Hence its history has already been recorded
during the first run (the normal Viterbi search).

The best of the two candidates then remain in

contention for being the second best at time j. The
35 candidate that survives at the end is the globally

second best. During this search procedure, ail that

needs to be recorded is the time instant at which
the second best path re-merges again with the

best. This is stored in an auxiliary array of size 1 x

40 1. This should be contrasted to the parallel al-

gorithm needing an auxiliary array of size 2M x 1.

Based on the main state array which is filled during

the normal Viterbi search and the auxiliary array

information, the second best path can be found as
45 explained for the parallel algorithm.

It is illustrative to go through one more exam-
ple, that of finding the third best, after which the

methodology will be generalized. FIG. 8 shows the

globally best and the second best paths. The see-
so ond best path re-merges with the best for the first

time at j = d2 after an initial divergence at j = di

.

The basic calculations that are performed at each
time instant j along the best path are as follows: the

best candidate that survives at j - 1 for being the

55 globally third best is extended to time j. Second,
we find the best among all the paths contending to

be the globally third best, and re-merging with the

globally best path at j (not already merged at time j
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- 1).

The two candidates are compared and the best

of the two survives for further extension. We note

that for the events in FIG. 8, the candidate that

survives at j = '62 - 1 for being the third best is in

fact the second best candidate into j = 62 - 1 . This

is so because this (third best) candidate is not

apart of the globally second best candidate. This

path is extended to j - 62 and is one of the two

candidates in contention for being the third best at j

= d2. The other contender is the best among all

the candidates re-merging into j = 62 excluding

the globally second best candidate. Thus, this con-

tender is the second best to the globally second

best path between j = 0 to j = d2 . Since it is now

known how to calculate the second best to a path,

this can be done. The best of the two survives for

further extension. It should be clear by now that a

recursive implementation emerges where the task

of finding the 1
th best candidate is broken into the

task of finding a kth best candidate between two

nodes, k<l.

To generalize, to find the I
th best candidate, at

each instant j along the best path, the best avail-

able candidate for this position is extended from j
-

1 . Also the best available candidate for this position

re-merging with the best path at instant j (and not

at j - 1) is found. The best of the two contenders

survives for further extension.

While this description is for a R = 1/n code,

for R = k/n the only modification required is that

the auxiliary array also contains information about

the state from which the second best path merged

into the best path.

Thus, the general statement of the serial GVA
can be summarized in the following steps:

1. Initialize 1=0.

2.(a) Create a state sequence array which con-

tains the state sequence of the I best survivors

already found (array of size Lx(N + M)).

2.(b) Form a state count array of size 2Mx-

(N + M). The ij
th element of this array is the

number of paths among the globally t best

candidates that pass through state i at time j.

(When 1=0, both the state sequence and state

count arrays are empty.)

3. Increment 1 by 1

.

4. Perform the parallel GVA, while retaining the

C
i}
+ 1 paths with the highest metrics into state

i at time unit j. At the end, i.e., when j = N + M,

the (l + 1)
th best candidate is found, along with

all the l previously found globally best can-

didates.

5. Go to step 3 until I - L. Note that this serial

GVA, unlike the parallel algorithm, does not re-

quire that the L best paths into each state be

found at every time unit j.

Application of GVA to Error Control

The description above details algorithms which

identify the L best paths through a terminated

5 trellis. These algorithms will now be applied to

perform error detection with framed convolutional

codes.

Error detection can be performed using the

GVA by comparing the difference in the metrics of

10 the most likely and the second most likely paths,

and declaring the most likely path to be unreliable

if the difference is less than a preset threshold T.

The metric can be optimum as for maximum
likelihood decoding or it can be another

rs "reasonable" metric as might appear in various

engineering solutions to an ad hoc suboptimum

decoder. Beyond this, the choice of a metric is not

critical for to the GVA or its application to error

detection. The path corresponding to the largest

20 accumulated metric value is (with such a reason-

able choice of metric) the most likely path, also

referred to as the best path. The path with the

second largest metric is called the second best

path. Likewise, paths with progressively smaller

25 metrics are referred to as the third best, fourth

best, etc.

Thus, "most likely" should be understood to

mean not only most likely (maximum likelihood) in

a probablistic sense, but also that (path, candidate,

30 etc) exhibiting a maximum in some reasonable

"goodness" sense.

As is known from the prior art, an erasure may
be declared upon detection of an error in a frame

containing speech information and the erased

35 frame is re-estimated based on inter-frame speech

redundancy. This can be done at the : waveform

level, as described by D. J. Goodman, "Waveform

substitution techniques for recovering missing

speech segments in packet voice communica-
40 tions," IEEE Trans. Acoust. Speech, Signal Pro-

cessingTVol. ASSP-34, pp. 1440-1448, Dec. 1986.

Alternatively, the re-estimation can be done at the

bitstream level using, e.g., quantized information

about spectral parameters of speech like those

45 relating to energy in frequency bands which are

expected to maintain some relationship from frame

to frame.

In accordance with the present invention, the

flagging of a received sequence (frame) as un-

50 reliable can cause the received sequence to be

treated as an erasure. In the event of such an

erasure, the L best candidates are released by the

GVA and inter-frame redundancy is used to select

the best from the L candidates. This can be done

55 by using the speech redundancy to produce an

initial estimate of the erased frame. This is then

used as a reference for selecting which of the L

candidates is the best to output using a selection

9
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- rule that is appropriate for the given speech "coder.

For example, in so-called sub-band coders with

dynamic bit allocation (D-SBC) described in Cox et

ai, "New Directions in Sub-Band Coding," IEEE
Journal on Selected Areas in Communications"?
Vol. SAC-6, No. 2, pp. 391-409; Cox et ai. "A Sub-
Band Coder Designed for Combined Source and
Channel Coding," Proc. IEEE Conf. Acoust,
Speech, Signal Processing , 19887~ppi 235-238;
and Hagenauer et ai, "Variable-Rate Sub-Band
Speech Coding and Matched Channel Coding for

Mobile Radio Channels," Proc. 38th IEEE Vehicular
Technology Conf. pp. 139-146,lte InteT-frame re-

dundancy can be used to re-estimate a present
frame based on the previous frame. In particular, if

a D-SBC coded frame is determined to be erased,
the one of the L candidates available from the GVA
of the present invention that is closest to the se-
quence immediately preceding the erased frame
can be used as a re-estimate of the erasure. This
"closeness" can be based, e.g., on high correlation

for some bit positions in a frame-to-frame compari-
son.

Error detection can also be performed without
explicit evaluation of the second most likely path if

all that is desired is information as to whether the
most likely candidate is reliable or unreliable. A
slight modification of the ordinary Viterbi algorithm
accomplishes this objective. This implicit error de-
tection is enough to initiate re-estimation for

speech signals as described above.

In a serial version, one proceeds in the same
manner as when using the Viterbi algorithm thus
identifying the best candidate. The process then
proceeds sequentially, starting from the known
state, to find if the best alternative that re-merges
for the first time with the best path at j , j = 1, 2,...,

N, has a metric that is different from the best
metric by less than an established threshold
amount. If at any stage along the search, such a
candidate is found, then the best path is declared
to be unreliable.

Finally, the automatic repeat request (ARQ)
application for the GVA that was introduced above
will now be elaborated on. Reference is made to

FIG. 9, where a flow diagram for a typical ARQ
system is shown.

A received signal sequence from the channel is

seen entering demodulator 910 for reversing the
modulation applied at the transmitter in substan-
tially the same manner as shown in FIG. 1. The
demodulated sequence is then processed by GVA
decoder as indicated by block 920 shown in FIG. 9.

The GVA decoder can be any of the several vari-

ations described above. It will only be assumed
that the GVA provides the L best candidate se-

quences.

In typical ARQ systems it proves advantageous

to also include redundant bits with the source se-

quence, which redundant bits represent the parity

bits of an appropriate block code. Thus, after de-
coding by the GVA a subsequent block decoding is

5 accomplished as indicated by block 930 in FIG. 9.

[f the block decoding is accomplished without

an error indication, i.e., the parity bits are found to

be appropriate for the most likely sequence made
available by the GVA, then the block-decoded ver-

70 sion of the most likely sequence provided by the

GVA is assumed to be the sequence that was sent.

This sequence is sent, as indicated by block 940,

for further processing by the utilizing application,

e.g., speech or date processing.

is If, however, the block error decoding repre-

sented by block 930 in FIG. 9 indicates that an
error has occurred, then a request is sent to the
GVA decoder for the next most likely transmitted

sequence. This second most likely sequence is

20 then decoded by the block decoder and, if error

free, is sent for processing as the sequence origi-

nated at the transmitting location. If the second
most likely sequence provided by the GVA is also

found to be in error, a request may then be made
25 for the third most likely sequence, and so forth,

until an error-free decoded block is found to be
suitable for delivery as indicated by block 940 in

FIG. 9.

In the event that no sequence decoded by
30 GVA decoder 920 is found to be free of error after

examining some number L of the most likely se-
quences, then a request for a retransmission is

sent back to the transmitting location as indicated

by decision block 960. It should be noted, however,
35 that having the most likely candidate sequences

available for evaluation by the block decoder great-

ly increases the probability that the correct se-

quence will be identified. This has the salutary

effect of greatly reducing the number of retrans-

40 mission requests that are necessary.

The above description has proceeded using
individual techniques well known to those skilled in

the art The methods and algorithms have been
described without reference to a particular proces-

45 sor or control program. Instead, the individual steps
have been described in such manner that those
skilled in the art can readily adapt such processors,

modulators, programming languages and the like

as may be available or preferable for particular

so applications.

While the above description has used decoding
of convolutional coding as an example of the po-

tential application of the GVA of the present inven-

tion, it should be emphasized that the techniques

55 have application beyond convolutional codes. In

particular, processing of signal sequences which
have been encoded in other ways, e.g., block

codes, or have been subject to various modulation

10
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techniques (e.g., trellis-coded modulation or con-

tinuous phase modulation, or subject to channels

exhibiting the traditional frequency, amplitude,

phase or other processing -including equalizers to

compensate for channel effects) can be accom-

plished using the present invention. A unifying

characteristic of all of these and other applications

is the use of a trellis structure to describe the

states of the processing at each of the relevant

times during decoding. See, for example, U. S.

Patent 4,807,253 issued to Hagenauer and Sund-

berg on February 21, 1989 for a further discussion

of trellis-structured contexts where the present in-

vention will prove useful.

The above description of the present invention

has used processing of speech signats as a typical

application, especially when inter-frame redundan-

cy can be used to advantage. However, it should

be understood that the present invention will find

application in numerous other contexts, including

many where such frame-to-frame redundancy can

be expected. Thus, as is well known, much coded

information characterizing visual images contains

substantial redundancy. Likewise, audio signals

other than speech also often contain useful inter-

frame redundancy, as do facsimile signals. In each

case the redundant information can be used in a

manner equivalent to that described above for pro-

cessing of coded speech signals.

Typical of image-based information susceptible

of processing in accordance with the present inven-

tion is information represented by coding tech-

niques described in U. S. patent application Serial

No. 350,435, entitled "Perceptually-Tuned Sub-

Band Image Coder, " filed on May 5, 1989 by J. D.

Johnston and R. J. Safranek. Additionally, coding

of the type described in U. S. patent application

Serial No. 272,860, entitled "Data Coding for Image

Transmission Using Vector Quantization," filed on

November 11, 1988 by T. Kim may be advanta-

geously processed in accordance with the present

invention. Each of these latter patent applications is

assigned to the assignee of the present application.

Claims

1. A trellis decoding method for processing coded

information sequences received from a transmitter

CHARACTERIZED IN THAT the method com-

prises, for each sequence,

determining the value for a metric indicative of the

relative quality for each of the L (>1) best can-

didates to be selected as the sequence actually

transmitted, and

identifying as unreliable the candidate having the

highest value for said metric whenever said highest

value differs from the value for said metric for

another of said L sequences by less than a pre-

determined amount.

2. The method of claim 1 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT

5 said candidates each correspond to paths through

a trellis structure having a plurality of stages and a

plurality of states at each stage,

wherein the partial path entering each state at each

stage has a partial metric associated with it, and

70 wherein said determining comprises finding the L

paths through said trellis which have the highest

sum of partial metrics.

3. The method of claim 2 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT

75 said finding comprises recognizing at each stage of

the trellis the L paths entering each state that have

the highest cumulative metric at that stage, and

retaining such recognized paths as partial paths

leading to the L paths through the trellis having the

20 largest sum of partial metrics.

4. The method of claim 1 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT
said step of determining comprises finding the L

candidates having the L highest likelihoods of be-

25 ing the sequence transmitted by said transmitter.

5. The method of claim 4 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT
said coded information has been coded by a con-

volution^ coder, and

30 said identifying is accomplished by comparing

metrics for each of said L paths in said trellis

characterizing said convolutions code.

6. The method of claim 5 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT

35 said determining comprises

selecting the L paths entering each state for each

stage of said trellis which have the highest partial

metric.

7- The method of claim 1 further CHARACTER-
40 IZED IN THAT

accepting the candidate having the highest value

for said metric as the sequence transmitted when it

is not identified as being unreliable, and

re-estimating a transmitted sequence when the

45 candidate having the highest value for said metric

is identified as being unreliable.

8. The method of claim 7 CHARACTERIZED IN

THAT said re-estimating is accomplished using re-

dundant information in said sequences.

so 9. The method of claim 8 CHARACTERIZED IN

THAT
said re-estimating is accomplished by using in-

formation about one or more previously received

sequences.

55 10. The method of claim 7 CHARACTERIZED IN

THAT
said information sequences are encoded using at

least an outer code to introduce redundant informa-

11
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-tion, — - • - - - -
•

said processing includes the further step of decod-

ing said outer code, and
wherein said re-estimating is accomplished by se-

lecting as the transmitted sequence that one of 5

said L candidates which most nearly reflects an

error-free decoding of said outer code.

11. The method of claim 10 CHARACTERIZED IN

THAT
said outer code is a block code, and wherein ;o

said re-estimating is further accomplished by se-

lecting that one of said L candidates which upon
decoding of said outer code yields a self-consistent

set of parity signals.

12. The method of claim 1 further CHARACTER- is

IZED IN THAT said method further comprises
requesting a repetition of a transmitted sequence
when a processed sequence is found to be un-

reliable.

13. The method of claim 2 further CHARACTER- 20

IZED IN THAT said method further comprises

iteratively evaluating said L paths having the high-

est values for said metric.

14. The method of claim 13 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT 25

the ith best path, i = 2,...,L, is determined by select-

ing, for all candidate paths at stage j, and all j = 0 to

j = N + M the candidate path which first merges at

stage with the path having the highest value for

said metric, and has the ith largest partial metric of 30

the paths entering stage j.

15. The method of claim 2 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT L = 2.

16. A method of processing received coded in-

formation sequences from a transmitter which re- 35

ceived sequences correspond to respective paths

in a trellis structure CHARACTERIZED IN THAT,
said method comprises

determining the value for a metric indicative of the

relative quality for the best candidate to be se- aq

lected as the sequence actually transmitted, and
on L-1 subsequent evaluations of said metric for

paths traversing the complete trellis associated with

said sequences received from said transmitter, de-

termining the metric value for the L-1 next best 45

candidates, and

generating an indication that said best candidate is

unreliable whenever said metric for said best path

differs by less than a predetermined amount from

any of said (L-1) next best candidates. 50

17. The method of claim 16 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT said method further comprises
re-estimating the transmitted sequence whenever
the best candidate is indicated to be unreliable.

18. The method of claim 16 further CHARACTER- 55

IZED IN THAT said method further comprises
requesting that the transmitted sequence be retran-

smitted.

197 The" method of claim 16" further"CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT L = 2.

20. The method of claim 13 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT said step of iteratively evaluating

comprises

determining the path having the highest metric,

determining, for each l = 2, 3,...,L, the trellis stage

at which the ith best path remerges with the best

path.

21. The method of claim 13 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT L = 2.

22. The method of claim 8 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT said coded information contains

speech information.

23. The method of claim 8 further CHARACTER-
IZED IN THAT said coded information contains

visual image information.

12
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